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Before Cleaning Barrel

After Cleaning Barrel

VAPPRO 818 CLP

Gone are the days where black greasy hands and fatigues rule the
armoury.  Small arms and light weapons have never stayed so clean
and greaseless before.

This is made possible by a revolutionary 3-in-1 cleaning and anti-
corrosion agent known as Vappro 818 VCI CLP.  Carbon and light
corrosion deposits are removed with one swipe, leaving behind a
thin film of corrosion inhibitor that passivates the weapons from
corrosion.  Vappro 818 VCI CLP is non-greasy and easy to apply.
When applied, Vappro 818 VCI vapour migrates and passivates all
recessed areas and cavities.  It cleans the mechanisms and gun
cores speedily and effectively.  Best of all, once applied, Vappro
818 CLP does not require removal.  Arms are at the ready at all times.

Use Vappro 818 VCI CLP for the cleaning of small arms, automatic
weapons, howitzers, battle tank�s gun barrel, naval and aircraft
weapons before and after firing for optimum corrosion protection.

A  preserved 0.5 mm Browning M2 Machine Gun after
cleaning with Vappro 818 CLP and Arm-Gard.

Cleaning of GPMG(General Purpose Machine Gun) with
Vappro 818 CLP.

Cleaning and preparation of 0.5 caliber
Brownings with Vappro 818 CLP before preservation.

Cleaning and preservation of M16s  using
Vappro 818 CLP.



Vappro 818 CLP is a revolutionary cleaning and anti-
corrosion agent, which removes carbon, and light
corrosion deposits while leaving behind a thin film
of corrosion inhibitor that passivates the weapons
from corrosion.

Vappro 818 CLP is an ozone and environmentally
friendly cleaning agent. It enchances the operations
readiness of the weapons by providing optimum
protection of the weapons from corrosion.

It was specially developed for the cleaning of small
arms, automatic weapons, Naval and aircraft
weapons before and after firing.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Flash Point    80°C

Specific Gravity    0.76

Appearance    Clear and transparent
   free flowing liquid

Colour    Amber Brown

Provides triple-action performance: Cleans, Removes light
rust and Leaves a thin film of corrosion inhibitors.

Cleans the mechanism and gun cores speedily and
effectively.

Reduces need for multiple chemical agents.

Leaves temporary protective coating, providing anti-
corrosion for up to several weeks.

Ozone & environmentally friendly.

Reduces chemical consumption and costs.

Temporary preservation for metallc item.

VCI Vapour migrates and passivates all recessed areas
and cavities.

No need to remove VCI protection, eliminating processing
steps.

Enhances operation readiness of the weapon.

Easy to apply.

Cleaning of Howitzer Gun Barrel with Vappro 818 CLP.

DESCRIPTION
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www.magnachem.com.sg

Magna International Pte Ltd

10H, Enterprise Road,

Singapore 629834.

Tel (65) 6788-1228

Fax (65) 6785-1497

Email  info@magnachem.com.sg

Website http://www.magnachem.com.sg
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